That’s right: embracing innovation is now possible with a new design era created for you to
accomplish memorable interior design projects. These new pieces are all about elegant shapes without
giving up ergonomic comfort and, of course, the expectable high-quality and craftsmanship that
Domkapa values so much.
Upholstery is always our best shot so get ready to experience some cozy home updates full of
glamour and clean lines.

Armchairs
Alexander Armchair
Alexander Armchair is a timeless solution where
functionality and modernism connect especially
because of its additional support padding in the
back, held up by a metallic opulent counterweight,
that can be adjusted in height and produced in a
different finish.
This one-of-a-kind piece, which reminds us of an
escape to the desert, is a smooth option for you to
exceed expectations.

Chairs

Carter Chair
Carter the result of matching traditional and
contemporary lines ideal for multifunctional
spaces. It provides comfortable seating provided
by its cushion resting on a solid wood structure.
Across

the

upholstered

chair,

double-top

stitching divides the back of the piece for a
timeless look. And who doesn’t want a timeless
look?
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Louise Chair
Louise Chair matches any decor and will enhance
every room because of its robust design that
exhales

confidence

and

character. A strong

statement of comfort is provided by its back and
seat fully upholstered for a relaxing experience. A
lovely dining chair for you and your family dining
together.

Sofas
Juliet Sofa
The concept of elegance, comfort, and intimacy
brought us to Juliet Sofa. A rounded seating with
balanced proportions, perfect to set the mood in
contemporary projects. The highlight of this piece is
represented by the upholstered slopes, emphasized
by horizontal bands of haute-couture stitching.

Parker Sofa
Parker expresses a straightforward aesthetics
complemented

by

generous

and

welcoming

proportions turning it a work of art. Allowing great
comfort, this upholstery item can match the need of
multiple styles and demands.
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Poufs
Grant Pouf
Grant Pouf is the result of a combination of
aesthetics and ergonomics. It enhances the
socialization feel in every zen space making it
the go-to solution. It is available in three sizes
and it features elegant piping in each corner,
gracefully matching the two contrast piping that
carefully hugs the entire pouf.
You’ll never regret getting the final look you've
always dreamed of.

Colbert Bench
It’s time for our Colbert to shine and be bold - A
discreet

and

elegant

bench

perfect

for

contemporary home decor. Characterized by a
metallic t-shape base with four metal legs, this
refined complementary piece goes along well with
every type of furniture (or even alone!), combining
functionality and style.

For a good night of sweet dreams in beautiful bedrooms, we launched a selection of three
marvelous beds. Take a look:

Beds
Shelby Bed
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Shelby is a sophisticated bed inspired by the geometric lines, angles, and shapes that we all love.
This bed guarantees perfect comfort while keeping your bedroom harmonious and stylish.

Margot Bed

Margot Bed offers soft lines and quality details with a minimal and distinctive style. This
bedroom piece promises to embrace every detail of your interior design and intensify them for the
perfect decor.
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Kelsi Bed
An outstanding design and exclusive handcraft work created Kelsi. A rare piece for a bedroom
made with unique production techniques rich in details. Available in three different sizes, the Kelsi bed is
fully customizable to achieve the perfect result for your home design.

With Domkapa, you’ll find the perfect contemporary furniture piece for your home design.
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Domkapa’s furniture pieces are the result of 100% Portuguese craftsmanship with several years
of experience. Find the perfect upholstery item in our showrooms all over the world or even on our
website domkapa.com.
Domkapa
press@domkapa.pt
+351 937 615 366
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